
EDMUNDO GERARDO

PLANT MANAGER

CONTACT

Phone: 

Email:

egerardo@yahoo.com

Home:

Boulevard Industrial

1700 - 301 D 

Tijuana, B.C.

664-551-7926  

EDUCATION

Alliant International

University

Master's degree 

Business Administration 

,    

 

Senior Consultant

PEAK International | Aug 2015 - Present

Improve productivity in a meat processor company in

60% through line balancing and activities 

Personal Coaching of new Plant Manager, establishing a

bonus system that is beneficial for all stakeholders 

Establish a measuring system for Administrative activities 

Improving in 30% Warehouse productivity through re-

layout 

Plant Manager

Ballard Power Systems | Mar 2015 - Mar 2016

Improved Quality yield from 97% to 99.7% through Poka

Yoke Techniques and High Performance Teams 

Maintained ISO 9000 Certification 

Reduce inventory costs on 500K USD 

Improve productivity on 100% through line balancing and

personnel training 

Resourceful decision maker,

who combines strong

leadership and organizational

skills.  

Career in manufacturing with

a track record of success

streamlining operations,

maximizing productivity, all

while maintaining

uncompromised focus on

high quality standards. 

PROFILE EXPERIENCE

Universidad de Guadalajara

Bachelor of Science,

Electronics Engineering 

,    

 

Plant Manager

Warrior Sports de Mexico | Dec 2010 - Feb 2015

Reduced of delivery time Pro product from 21 to 3 days

using scheduling techniques and plant utilization 

 Improved standard times on 25% through lean

techniques

 Cost reduction of 40% on power consumption and

material with team improvement projects

Lead the R&D department to obtain 4 patents and a

world record on product performance 



Plant Manager

Transistor Devices de Mexico | Jan 2007 - Dec 2010

Reduction of work force from 165 to 105 employees

maintaining the same volume of production with the use

of  Lean techniques

Increased the on time delivery from 60% to 98% using

the Visual control system for wip.

Achieved a cost reduction of 30% on utilities and

consumables with TPM techniques

 Maintained ISO 9000 certification

 Develop a purchasing discipline that have an impact of

25% on cost reduction with suppliers 

Operations Manager

Sohnen de Mexico | Sep 2005 - Nov 2006

 Increased utilization of warehouse space on 50% with 5S

program 

Improved unpacking line efficiency on 100% through line

balancing 

Implemented a loading/unloading system that reduce

the freight cost in 50%

Reduced total production cycle time from 2 months to

one week with proper scheduling 

EXPERIENCE

TPM/ Manufacturing Manager

SAMSUNG SDIM | Jan 1996 - Jul 2005

Responsible for implementation of Total Production

Maintenance for the whole company, including

administration departments, all 1200 employees

participate on this program that includes Improvement

teams, Employee suggestions, Best Practices contest, with

an overall savings of 5 million dollars per year in a

company of 300 million sales. 

Green Belt project to develop vendor process level,

reducing delivery time in 80% and improving vendor

quality level from 80 to 99.5%.

Training of operators on Human development

techniques, helping to reduce the turnover ratio from 10%

to 3%.

 Applying line balancing, kanban, and 5S in a 95%

automated process, increased plant capacity on 10%

(from 6000 to 6600 cpts per day per line). 

 My machine activities reduce scrap rate from 4% to 0.2%

and Total Straight Yield from 82% to 95.3%. 

AWARDS

Korean Management

Association (1998)

Visual Management,

International Class    

 
Samsung SDIM (2004)

Green Belt

Samsung SDIM (2003)

TPM leader

Printronix de México (1984)

PQIT leader

Canacintra Tecate (2009-2011)

President

PATENT
US 20130116070 A1

I-beam construction in a

hockey blade core  

ADDITIONAL

EXPERIENCE 

 Sanyo Manufacturing Corp

(1993-1995)

Engineering Manager 

FEVIDSA (1991-1993)

Cold End Manager

Electronica Condor (1989-

1991)

Production Manager

Assembly of Mexico (1986-

1989)

Operations Manager

Printronix de Mexico (1983-

1986)

Manufacturing Engineer


